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further growth is to some extent growth in degeneration and senility."
Hence the true tendency of the progressive evolution of the race is to
become child-like—to become feminine.

" It would not be difficult to multiply examples of the ways in
which women are leading evolution. In the saying with which Goethe
closed his ' Faust' lies a biological verity not usually suspected by those
who quote it."

All will admire the spirit of fairness which pervades Mr. Ellis'
work. He has no hobby to ride, no pet theory to sustain; and his
frank acknowledgment at the close, that" we have not reached the end
proposed at the outset," will invest his extensive collation of facts with
the more value to students from the certainty that they are presented
with an unprejudiced mind ; and as he rightly says that a man and a
woman ' are the two most interesting beings in the world,' his book
cannot fail to please and instruct a large number of readers.

DANIEL G. BRINTON.
TJsivEBBrrY OF PKNNSTLVAITIA.

The Psychic Factor: an Outline of Psychology. C. VAN NORDKN.

New York, D. Appleton & Co., 1894. Pp. vii, 223.
This is a text-book written from an objective point of view. An

elementary book of this kind is needed; and it is to the credit of Mr.
Van Norden that he has- anticipated the original workers in the field
of the borderland of: mental science in presenting an* outline of their
more striking results,, which is, as far as it goes and in the main, accu-
rate. The author devotes more than half of his book to the results
of such ' objective' (i.e., pathological, comparative, genetic) results
under the caption ' Mind in General.' Some of the sections are Mind
in Plants (' living matter is always psychic'), Mind in Animals (from
a thorough-going genetic and evolution point of view), Subconscious-
ness, Sleep, Somnambulism, Hypnosis, Thought-transference, Lucidity,
Hysteria, Criminality. The treatment of these topics is generally well
informed, but dogmatic, on a b'asis of too little literature; although the
author's authorities are generally well chosen. The rest of the book
is an attempt to §ay as little as possible of the psychology of conscious-
ness—the subjective point of view. 'The Feelings' are given five
pages, and' Willing' four, under the general caption ' Mind in Detail.'
The treatment of the intellectual operations is about as inadequate. The
book will prove useful, doubtless, for supplementary reading in con-
nection with an elementary work in general psychology, in the hands of
teachers who know their authorities; but it is in no sense an' Outline of
Psychology,'—whether it be or be not a good treatise on what the
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author privately means by the barbarous major title,—and should not
be substituted for a text-book on academic psychology. J. M. B.

Classification objective et subjective des arts, de la literature, et des sciences.
R. DE LA GRASSERIE. Paris, Alcan, 1894.

The author proposes a classification which includes not only the
sciences, but also the arts and literature, i.e., all the manifestations of
the mental activity of man. We are able to notice only two points
from this compact volume: the place given to psychology and the
author's examination of the classification of Wundt

I. Wundt proposed a new classification in the Philosophisehe Studien
(*888), the last before this of M. Grasserie. He criticised Comte and
Spencer, holding that Comte gave an inadequate recognition to soci-
ology and still less to psychology. This is surprising to those who are
familiar with the work of Comte: for he Turas the first to propose the
term Sociology, and he devoted one of the six volumes of his Cours to
the discussion of this science, advocating its place.

As to Spencer, Wundt charges him with attaching psychology to
biology and with giving too great place to sociology. Further, Wundt
claims that both Comte and Spencer were quite wrong in eliminating
philosophy, or metaphysics, entirely from the body of the sciences.
In this connection we may recall the Discours sur Vorganization des
sciences philosophiques, in which Jouffroy, the psychologist of pure
eclecticism, holds that the sciences must separate from metaphysics in
proportion as they discover their own proper methods of research.
Wundt's principle of classification is that the world and the mind,
despite their apparent opposition, are not really distinct, or at least are
not universally recognized as such. On this ground he distinguishes
the 'formal,' or abstract, from the 'real' sciences. The latter are
further divided, following the formula of Bentham, Ampere, and Stuart
Mill, into Sciences of Nature and Sciences of Mind. To the Sciences
of Mind psychology belongs, and it has several branches: (1) Psychol-
ogy of Animals, which deals with the presence of consciousness in the
phenomena of life ; (2) Race Psychology, which investigates conscious-
ness in different peoples and races; (3) Psychology Proper, which
studies the relation of mental life to certain bodily processes; (4) Psy-
chology as Natural History, which inquires into the development of
humanity, on the basis of ethnology and anthropology. Finally, domi-
nating both the domain of these different sciences and that of morals,
art, and religion, Wundt places Philosophical Psychology, or the philoso-
phy of mind considered apart from all this material: the fundamental
and synthetic idea of the life of mind. Thus considered, psychology
is the general foundation of all the mental sciences.


